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This document describes a project to develop best practices for developing an archive of slide 
and tape presentations into a modern digital collection.  This project considers factors such as 
open source versus proprietary software tools, the necessary equipment and procedures for 
digitizing color slides and audiotape, and the value of standards for interoperability in preservation 
metadata. The project concludes with the creation of a relational database and Web interface for 
the development and display of the new digital collection.   
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Introduction 
 
In the mid seventies, the Berea College Appalachian Museum began putting together a 
special exhibit called the Appalachian Folklife Project.  The project's goals were to present the 
traditional lifestyles of Appalachian residents and to encourage people to value and preserve 
these traditions. To this end, the museum staff put together a collection of audiotapes and slides 
focused on mountain culture, crafts, and history. 
 
These materials were organized by the museum into a series of presentations, designed 
to use two synchronized slide projectors and a cassette tape player. These presentations were 
shown regularly in the museum and copies were kept for rental purposes.  Over the years, 
however, the technology for displaying these presentations fell out of use, and by the time the 
museum closed in 1998, the shows were hardly used. 
  
The presentations now reside in the Special Collections Department of Berea College's 
Hutchins Museum.  Although some efforts have been made by Berea toward putting collections 
online, little has been done with the Folklife Project since it was first created. 
 
The goal of the proposed research is to determine the best possible practices by which 
this collection can be digitized and archived, making its cultural information accessible again.  
Berea has been part of an initiative called the Digital Library of Appalachia (DLA), an effort of the 
Appalachian College Association (2002).  The DLA is similar in scope to the "American Memory" 
project (2002) supported by the Library of Congress, and to the University of North Carolina's 
"Documenting the American South" (Academic Affairs Library, 1998).  The intent of this research 
project is to study the methods of these and other such efforts and develop a system for 
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modernizing the Folklife collection, with which the staff at Berea can prepare the collection for 
future web presentations and for inclusion in the Digital Library of Appalachia. 
 
The specific objective of this research project is to prepare a proof-of-concept 
presentation from "Crocks, Jugs, & Jars: The Smith's Pottery", one of the shows in the collection.  
This will include making quality digital copies of the primary materials and organizing them into an 
easily accessible digital archive. Furthermore, a plan will be developed for making this and future 
presentations available in a new, web-based format and for sharing these materials with other 
organizations, the DLA in particular.  All of this will require research into current practices for 
digitization and display of materials for the web, a study of standards for museum-level metadata 
schemas, and consideration of what software applications will provide the most longevity for the 
collection. 
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Assumptions 
 
In the interest of ensuring effective and thorough research, it seems prudent to discuss the 
underlying assumptions of this project. With the stated goals of determining the "best possible 
practices" that are "accessible" and "non-proprietary", and that will provide for "longevity" for the 
newly digitized collection, certain solutions stand out as better possibilities than others.  
 
One assumption is that accessibility and longevity will most likely be achieved through the use of 
widely used standards. If everyone uses software that takes advantage of the same metadata 
schemas, the interoperability of the collection will be greater, and more organizations and 
individuals will be able to share it. Furthermore, when a given standard is favored by a large 
group of users, developers of new software will be more inclined to design with that standard in 
mind. This promotes longevity by ensuring that the format of the content is supported. 
 
Furthermore, it is assumed here that cost-effective solutions make for better accessibility, as 
more organizations and individuals will be able to afford the tools.  Although many of the 
standards on the Web are proprietary in origin (such as the GIF file format, for example), a 
growing number of open, non-proprietary alternatives are becoming widely accepted and 
standardized.  One example of this of particular interest to this project is XML, which is an open-
source standard for document exchange that is becoming more important all the time. (Flynn, 
2003). 
 
A final assumption is that flexibility is a key to achieving longevity for any project such as this. The 
original materials and systems on which the Folklife Project was developed have become 
antiquated in a relatively short period of time. Where digitization of these materials creates the 
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opportunity to revive the collection, digital formats are notoriously short-lived and care must be 
taken to avoid repeating this process. In order to continue to be available, the new Folklife Project 
materials will need to be designed in such a way that it can adjust to the changing electronic 
landscape with relative ease. 
  
Although these assumptions likely biased aspects of this research in the beginning, it is clear that 
the relevant literature and experimentation of this project lead to definite conclusions regardless 
of presuppositions. In several cases, the recommendations presented at the end of this research 
run in apparent contrast to the ideas mentioned here. 
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Literature Review  
 
In order to develop a working knowledge of how digitization projects such as this one are 
accomplished, background research was conducted on similar efforts, such as the Library of 
Congress' American Memory website and the existing works on the Appalachian College 
Association's Digital Library.  Furthermore, a review of research on metadata standards, 
particularly as they are used in the museum field for multimedia works, was necessary to 
determine which schemas would provide the most flexibility and longevity for the project. 
 
To get a basic understanding of metadata systems, it was important to start with Dublin 
Core, one of the most widely known standards for managing documentation.  The article by 
Sprague, "Dublin Core" (n.d.), gives a good overview of this system, including its weaknesses 
and growing strengths. Sprague describes Dublin Core as an essential set of descriptive 
elements that are simple to use and understand, but lacking in specificity and difficult for 
computers to use.  Sprague explains how qualifiers and hierarchical structure of the Warwick 
Framework overcome some of these faults, but still fails to address the needs of specialized 
collections.   
 
This article suggested several very interesting ideas- most importantly that Dublin Core 
might not be the best format for every situation, but that it works well as a common exchange 
medium between different collections.   Using a Warwick Framework container, containing 
multiple metadata packages (Dublin Core, VRA Core, etc.), the Folklife project might avoid having 
to decide which single metadata format provides the most long-term flexibility.  
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In considering an update of the Folklife project, it is clear that many of the metadata 
creators involved with the project will likely have little or no extensive training  (as students or 
volunteers, rather than professionals). This suggests that a more complicated system (such as 
USMARC) would not be appropriate.  This idea is supported by the work described in "Author 
Generated Dublin Core Metadata for Web Resources" (Greenberg et al, 2001), which 
demonstrates the usefulness of a simple metadata format.  The focus of this article was on the 
ability of content-creators to construct high-quality metadata for their works using Dublin Core.  
The authors determined that, given basic guidance and the use of simple web-tools, adequate 
metadata information could be derived from non-professionals.  Although the researchers didn't 
include other metadata formats in their study, which might have given a measure of the relative 
ease of use of the each system, it still makes the point that for accuracy and long-term use, a 
simple system is preferable. 
 
Still, while Dublin Core stands out as the most commonly known metadata schema, and 
is apparently the simplest in application, other methods might be more appropriate to the non-
document nature of the media involved in this project. The Appalachian College Association's 
Digital Library of Appalachia makes use of Dublin Core as its standard for metadata, with some 
changes made to adjust for individual collections.  For this project, the Visual Resources 
Association (VRA) Core, a subset of Dublin Core, is being carefully considered.  This format is 
based on the principles of Dublin Core (a simple attribute set, with each element being optional 
and repeatable), but it is designed specifically for images.  It is likely that this format would serve 
well for this project, despite the fact that the Digital Library of Appalachia is already using Dublin 
Core as its standard.  
 
In any case, it is clear that a single metadata schema will most likely not be sufficient to 
provide a flexible, long-term solution. Rather, the system should include "crosswalks" or 
established plans for translating data from the format used for the project to whatever is needed 
for a given implementation. This could include Dublin Core and VRA core, as well as XML 
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markup and other methods.  In "The Moving Frontier: Archiving, Preservation and Tomorrow’s 
Digital Heritage" (Berthon & Webb, 2000), the argument that standards are an incomplete 
solution stands out from the usual discussions of digitization. The authors suggest that the 
constantly changing needs of managing information will continue to produce short-term standards 
solutions, and that trying keep up will be a costly and ultimately pointless effort.  This has strong 
implications for the Folklife project, considering that a primary goal of the project is to determine 
the best practices and most versatile standards for the collection. If these authors are correct, the 
question changes from 'which standards do I use to give the system longevity?' to 'how do I 
design the system to transition from one standard to another most easily?'  
 
Another primary concern for the Folklife project will be how to create an organizational 
system that will be scalable and have longevity.  Day's articles, "Metadata for Digital 
Preservation" (Day, 1997, 1999) inform this problem by suggesting that any metadata structure 
should have elements pertaining to "recordkeeping metadata".  This preservation metadata, or 
data about an information object's history and context, is crucial to maintaining the integrity of a 
record over the long term, as systems and catalogers change. 
 
Another important aspect of the metadata for this project is how it should differ from the 
usual types because of its multimedia nature. "Meaning and Metadata: Managing Information in a 
Visual Resource Reference Collection" (Thomas, 1999) describes the development of a system 
for managing a collection of images and the various metadata formats for potential use with it, 
including Dublin Core and VRA Core.  Thomas points out that metadata for image is subject to 
more interpretation, and therefore inconsistency, than with other kinds of content.  For this 
reason, the format for this kind of metadata work must be flexible, but reinforced by the 
establishment of protocols for data entry, standardized vocabularies to minimize inconsistency. 
 
Thomas' paper considers the same metadata formats in consideration for the Folklife 
project - Dublin Core and VRA Core. The paper suggests that Dublin Core, used with appropriate 
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qualifiers, could serve adequately for an image collection.  However, the system described in this 
paper makes use of SGML/XML instead of a relational database. This is due, according to 
Thomas, to the fact that XML is better for handling hierarchies and inheritance issues.  This 
forces reconsideration of some basic assumptions of the Folklife project, such as the use of 
MySQL for the catalog structure. 
 
Further research into the use of these metadata formats with non-document media led to 
Zeng's paper "Metadata Elements for Object Description and Representation" (1999).  The 
purpose of Zeng's research was to determine how well existing metadata formats work with non-
document museum collections, particularly three-dimensional costumes. The researcher very 
systematically conducts tests of the USMARC, Dublin Core, and VRA Core formats, using 
simplicity of use and compatibility of elements as primary considerations.  
 
Zeng concluded that USMARC was full-featured, but ultimately too complex, while Dublin 
Core was simple, yet not entirely compatible.  A slightly modified VRA Core was found to be the 
most useful for cataloging the non-document items.  However, for purposes of sharing the 
catalog, conversions between the three formats were established for the records. 
 
Although this research touches on the basic problem of the Folklife project, it doesn't deal 
directly with the media in question- two-dimensional slide images and audio recordings. Zeng's 
findings suggest that VRA Core might be most suitable for this type of collection, but further 
research is needed.   
 
Beyond the metadata, the research suggests that realistic plans need to be created 
concerning the process of actually digitizing the wealth of images and audio material involved in 
the project.  Having the materials well organized at the beginning, and having a clear plan for 
managing the digital information in the database will be essential to moving the project along 
smoothly. 
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Furthermore, it will be necessary to consider the costs and process involved in actually 
digitizing the collection.  In "Digitisation: How Much Does It Really Cost?" (1999), Tanner and 
Smith avoid discussion of specific pricing while exploring the various factors that lead such 
projects to exceed their budgets, and what can be done to avoid this.  The paper focuses on the 
actual process of digitization, not on the organization and development of the collection 
afterwards.  It points out that most of the costs associated with this process are the labor-
intensive tasks before and after actual image conversion, such as planning.  This suggests that, 
although the physical work of scanning slides and audio for the entire AFP collection will be 
substantial, efforts spent in designing a plan are critical to keeping the project within reasonable 
bounds. Furthermore, the article incidentally suggested another important aspect of the project, 
which is the need to determine what level of image quality (resolution, color-depth, etc.) will be 
needed for primary digital documents.  At what point are resources of time and money being 
wasted attempting to achieve a level of quality that is higher than the original works? 
 
As "Planning an Imaging Project" (Colet, 2000) suggests, there is a need to determine 
the scope and goals of the assignment as well as the specifics of choosing file sizes. How will the 
collection of scanned images be used in the long term? The author suggests that knowing the 
needs of the end-user will inform how the files should be digitized to begin with. 
 
Altogether, the literature indicates that although metadata is important for any project 
such as the AFP, the various standards are not complete solutions on their own. Because a 
multimedia collection is subject to more interpretation than traditional documents, a more flexible 
system for tracking metadata is necessary. Because standards change over time, the system has 
to be flexible and easy to transition. Ideally, multiple, simple schemas should be used, with a 
carefully considered crosswalk to translate between them. This, along with a determination of the 
quality level needed for the final digital materials and a consideration of the various costs of the 
digitization process, will allow for the digitization process to proceed in the most effective fashion.
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Methodology 
 
While this initial review of relevant literature and research into standards and methods 
was being completed, a meeting was arranged with the staff of the Special Collections 
department at Berea College, located in Berea, KY.  Steve Gowler is the Head of the department, 
and made the archive of primary materials of the Appalachian Folklife Project available. This 
archive includes boxes of documentation, slides, and audiotapes.  A cursory examination 
revealed a need to further organize the collection materials, but this work was not attempted at 
that time. 
 
In addition to a review of the materials, the department staff was consulted about 
previous attempts to digitize the collection (a project which resulted in a handful of digital images 
from a series of log cabin slides being submitted to the DLA).  The equipment and methods used 
for these trials were noted for reference to this project. Furthermore, the metadata practices 
associated with the DLA's CONTENTdm software was discussed. 
 
After this work with Special Collections, the process of digitization was begun, with a 
series of slide scanning tests to determine best practices.  In addition, a review of outside 
vendors was conducted, resulting in the submission of the Smith Pottery slides to be scanned by 
a digitization service.  The goal of this submission was to determine the cost effectiveness and 
quality of this work compared to the local tests. 
 
Throughout the project, research into metadata standards was continued, culminating in 
the development of metadata element crosswalks and samples of content markup using Dublin 
Core, VRA Core and XML. Furthermore, long consideration was given to the use of 
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CONTENTdm, and the ways in which this software aids and inhibits the future development of the 
AFP collection.  Finally, conclusions were drawn about how best to organize the digital materials 
of the presentation as an interim step before submission to the DLA.  This involved the creation of 
a MySQL database with a PHP web interface to facilitate the construction of the initial digital 
archive and it's ongoing maintenance prior to submission.  
 
 
Research Timeline  
 
Dec. 2002 - Met with Berea College Special Collections staff; discussed current condition of 
collection and the availability of resources for digitizing the collection; continued review of relevant 
literature. 
 
Jan. 2003 - Finalized metadata schema(s) and developed appropriate crosswalks and data-entry 
standards; Developed database structure and interface tools for the online collection;  
 
Feb. 2003 - Second meeting / Workshop with Special Collections; reviewed materials of the AFP 
collection, and the Smith Pottery show in particular; obtained test scans of slides, copies of 
relevant documents, and digital recording of audio; conducted further slide scanning tests to 
determine quality levels and time requirements. 
 
Mar. 2003 - Scanned the slides for the Smith Pottery show; established web space and uploaded 
files; began entering appropriate metadata into database; built preliminary web interface; tested 
export of data for other organizations (DLA); general troubleshooting. 
 
Apr. 2003 - Finalized last-minute work (scanning, data entry, etc.); Finalized documentation of 
project; made the work available on the website. 
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The Archives 
 
For the purposes of this project, inspection of the primary materials for the individual 
show "Crocks, Jugs & Jars: The Smith Pottery", and the general documentation of the 
Appalachian Folklife Project was of primary importance. Although the Special Collections 
department had clearly gone to efforts to organize the materials, most of them remained in the 
haphazard fashion in which they were submitted on the closing of the Appalachian Museum. 
 
Many documents were available relating to the original National Endowment for the 
Humanities grants used for the project, and for the processes and procedures of the project as it 
was carried out. Several documents listed organization systems for the materials the staff were 
collecting, including slides, photographs, audio interviews, music, transcript records, and so on. 
The information suggested that many materials, such as original recordings that were later edited 
for the presentations, were archived with the collection.  One part of this was the raw slide archive 
for the project.  Some of this archive was also examined, and found far from complete. The slides 
were still in their original boxes, but little remained of the established alphanumeric organization 
after 20 years of handling.   
 
Some documents provided a detailed picture of the original intent and function of the 
slideshows, including instructions on how they were shown. The equipment necessary included a 
pair of Kodak Carousel Projectors, a Kodak Carousel Sound Synchronizer model 3, a Sony 270 
tape recorder, and a CSI Media Master 400. This rather elaborate system allowed for the slides of 
the presentation to be split into two carousels, with images dissolving easily from one slide to the 
next, according to the script. This sequencing was controlled by periodic tones from the 
audiotape, which were interpreted by the synchronizer that controlled the carousels. 
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Unfortunately, this system has become antiquated, making the use of the shows in their initial 
format almost impossible. However, this information is useful for understanding how best to 
replicate the experience of the original presentation (using easy transitions and dissolves, for 
example). 
 
Within the archive boxes for the Smith Pottery show there were three boxes of slides, 
each containing the complete 156 Color slide set needed for the presentation. It was not clear 
from the markings on the slides or the boxes whether they were originals or duplicates.  Each 
slide was mounted in a cardboard frame and marked with a sequence number (01 through 156) 
in the corner of that frame (see the Appendix for details). According to the accompanying 
documentation, each of the slides in the raw archive were categorized using a filing system 
consisting of two letters- either "P" for photo or "S" for slide and "A" (presumably for Appalachian 
Museum)- followed by a number used to identify the archive category (based on either the 
photographer or subject matter). In the case of the Smith Pottery show, this category number was 
"SA62". Each original slide was further identified by a three or four digit serial number.  An index 
document included with the show associated the serial number of each slide chosen for the show 
with its sequence number. 
 
In addition to the slides, the Pottery show archive also included three reel-to-reel 
audiotapes. The audio for the Smith Pottery show, like all of the AFP presentations, was originally 
recorded and archived on premium quality Scotch 207 tapes.  These tapes were assigned 
accession numbers in an alphanumeric format, such as "AM-M-65-1". The first letters indicated 
that a tape was part of the Appalachian Museum collection. The next letter indicated what editing 
stage the particular audiotape was in ("Master", "Edited", "Quotes", "or "finished Program"). The 
final numbers indicated the year the audio was collected and the tape number.  For use in the 
slide/tape presentations, a cassette tape copy was made of the finished audio, with perceptible 
audio tones to indicate to the sequencing device when to change to the next slide. 
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The three reels found in the Smith Pottery archive included the "Master Master", the 
"Sequential Master", and the "Dissolve Copy".  The Master Master tape, AM-P-80-51, was used 
to create a medium quality digital audio file in .wav format. This tape was used to avoid the now-
unnecessary sequencing tones. The resulting .wav file was 113 MB in size, and was recorded in 
Mono at 44.1 kHz using PCM technology. The total audio track is approximately 22 minutes in 
length (the entirety of the Smith Pottery show), and includes narration, quotes from the Smith's, 
music, and sound effects. 
 
Obviously, the master tapes in the archive represent the final product of many hours of 
original recording, edited down over many hours of careful sampling and splicing. As part of this 
effort, the staff members made transcriptions of the audio, the result of which was a final shot-by-
shot script of the show. This script was included in the archive's documentation, and provides a 
very precise sequence to match the individual slides to the audio. This piece will make the work 
of recreating the slide/tape presentations using new digital elements much simpler. 
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Digitization 
 
At this stage it was prudent to begin trial attempts at digitization, to determine the most 
appropriate practices for the project.  As indicated by the Tanner and Smith reading (1999), a 
gauge of the necessary quality level was needed for the Smith Pottery materials, as well as a 
sense of the preparation time required for the materials.  For the slides, this included determining 
the appropriate image format for different purposes, as well as the resolution and color settings.  
Finally, these trials would be used to measure the average amount of time needed for the slide 
scanning process, to determine the cost-effectiveness of scanning the presentation (and the 
greater AFP collection) locally as opposed to contracting with an outside service. 
 
Of the various digital image formats available, GIF, JPG and TIF files are widely 
recognized as image standards. Both GIF and JPG files are small image files, and are therefore 
widely used on the Web.  However, to achieve such small file sizes, these formats are 
compressed, which sacrifices data quality.  TIF is an uncompressed format, resulting in larger, 
higher-quality files, and is used often in archiving and print mediums. The PNG file format is also 
gaining recognition for its ability to maintain a relatively high-quality image at a low file size, and is 
becoming more common on the Web. 
 
Initial slide scanning tests were conducted using an HP Photosmart S20 Scanner, 
connected to a Dell Optiplex GX1 700 Mhz Pentium III computer.  At a trial setting of 2400 dpi 
(dots per inch), the resulting TIF format images had dimensions of 3240 x 2176 pixels, and were 
approximately 40 MB in size. Each of these scans, done one slide at a time, took approximately 
4.5 minutes once an easy routine was established.  Much of this time was spent resetting the 
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software for each slide and waiting for the computer to process the image, and could easily be 
improved with better equipment. 
 
 Although this setting and format yield a very good image for archival purposes, the 
uncompressed size makes it unwieldy and mostly useless for a web presentation.  Furthermore, 
an inspection of the slides compared to the scanned images of various resolutions suggests that 
the 2400 dpi setting captures no more of the original image quality than a 1200 dpi scan.  
 
Beyond the issue of file formats and sizes, the quality of the original image is clearly an 
issue to consider. Due to age, the existing slides have suffered from discoloration and fading, 
resulting in a strong orange tint. Many of them suffer from slight scratches. For precise archival of 
the collection, an initial set of scans should include these imperfections to preserve the images in 
their present state.  However, in order to create web presentations that reflect the appearance of 
the original slide shows, these problems should be corrected as much as possible.  
 
Many modern versions of slide scanning software include options for correcting these 
problems, including fading, discoloration, scratches, dust and fingerprints.  Using these settings, 
the scanner automatically compensates for such issues by digitally editing the final image.  
However, because this function is managed during the scan, each slide would have to be 
processed twice to get both the original and corrected versions. This would double the cost of 
scanning (whether done by outside services or internally) and would therefore the issue of cost 
versus completeness would have to be carefully considered. 
 
Based on these considerations, it was decided that the primary images would be 
scanned as TIF images and using color correction and other software enhancements to achieve a 
clean, usable image for archiving. The suggested additional scan without color correction was left 
out in order to reduce time and costs.  Furthermore, using the comparison of different resolutions 
as a guide, it was decided that 1360 dpi scans would best capture the quality of the slides for the 
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purposes of this project. From these uncompressed images, additional JPG files would be 
created for use in the web display and digital presentation.   
 
With these goals in mind, the next step was to determine whether the remainder of the 
presentation slides would be scanned in house or by contracting the work to an outside service. 
Clearly, the results of the initial scanning tests are closely tied to the particular equipment used, 
and a more advanced scanner with a faster computer would likely yield better results. Hutchins 
Library's Special Collections makes use of a Minolta DiMAGE Scan Elite f2900 scanner.  All of 
the outsource agencies that were considered for this project used Nikon Super Coolscan 4000 
scanners, which include digital ICE and color correction software.  Based on the times achieved 
during the trial scans, creating archival TIFs for the entire Smith Pottery show would take 
approximately 13 hours, with additional time for the creation of additional presentation JPG 
images. 
 
The scanning services considered for this project had different pricing plans, but in 
general were able to scan slides at the established specifications for approximately $.95 each. 
Services varied, with some agencies charging less for slides and more for shipping, while others 
charged more but offered the additional JPG files at no charge. The 156 slides of the Smith 
Pottery show were scanned for this project (in both TIF and JPG formats) by a service in 
Massachusetts for approximately $165. This process took a total of six workdays, from initial 
shipment to receipt of the finished scans. See the Appendix for details for a sample of the final 
scans. 
 
Given that Hutchins Library already has scanning equipment, it is certainly possible that 
the same results could be achieved for less money. This assumes that staff labor is available for 
a rate of less than $11/hour, and that these staff members will need little training or monitoring. 
However, this is a process that would require further testing to ensure quality, as such continuous 
scanning could easily lead to errors, and thus higher costs. 
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Metadata 
 
Throughout this project, developing the appropriate processes for metadata has been a 
foremost concern.  Proper metadata elements will help to preserve the details and history of the 
original Appalachian Folklife Project, while providing the flexibility to exhibit the shows online and 
share the materials with other organizations.  The following section explores the various facets of 
the metadata needs for this project, and the conclusions drawn from the literature and research. 
 
One very important consideration about metadata was discovered early in the project, 
during discussions with the Special Collections staff at Hutchins Library.  While development of 
the collection for online use is of great interest to Berea, the staff indicated that submission of 
these digital materials to the Digital Library of Appalachia is of primary importance.  The DLA is 
an organization that is supported by the schools, museums and libraries associated with the ACA.  
Therefore its mission to "provide online access to archival and historical materials related to the 
culture of the southern and central Appalachian region" (ACA, 2002) is entirely dependent on the 
contribution of such materials by those organizations in a high-quality, well-documented fashion. 
 
The DLA currently uses the CONTENTdm software package from DiMeMa, inc. 
(DiMeMa). This digital collection management software was created in cooperation with 
universities and archivists, and aims to provide an easy to use system for adding and editing 
digital materials to online collections. Being integrally tied to the Web, these materials can be 
accessed from around the world, and the collection can be managed remotely from any 
designated Acquisition Station. These factors allow for a greater level of flexibility in how the work 
of digitizing and cataloging source materials can be distributed among cooperating organizations, 
and in turn how such collections can be shared with a wider audience. 
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Upon first consideration, the use of the CONTENTdm software seems contrary to many 
of the assumptions of this project.  As a proprietary software package, the DiMeMa Corporation is 
ultimately responsible for the development of the software, and for determining how affordable it 
will be over the long term. DiMeMa's current pricing plan for their software is between $6,000 and 
$36,000, with annual maintenance fees of $1000 to $6000.  This price does not include the cost 
of the hardware or operating system software required for the package, which are in turn largely 
derived from proprietary vendors such as Microsoft.   
 
However, for a number of reasons, CONTENTdm serves the purposes of this project 
sufficiently to overcome these initial reservations. Although the software uses its own proprietary 
database system, it is designed to use XML as its basic document structure, and can export data 
in this format. In addition, it makes use of either Dublin Core or VRA core, depending on the 
needs of its users. Furthermore, although specialized software must be purchased for 
development of a digital collection, viewing the online materials can be accomplished with any 
Web browser.  Ultimately, although this proprietary system is not, based on the assumptions of 
this research, the best solution, it does allow for the prepared materials to be exported and used 
in new ways when CONTENTdm eventually becomes obsolete.  Therefore, while this research 
will continue to explore methods of developing the AFP as a digital collection, the end result will 
be designed to be compatible with implementation into the DLA's CONTENTdm system. 
 
Beyond these issues, the development of an appropriate metadata schema, or schemas, 
was necessary. In a document entitled "Metadata Elements", the DLA establishes Dublin Core as 
its standard schema, based on its simplicity and universality. However, in the same document the 
authors make it clear that this decision is tentative, chosen in the initial stages of the project as 
the current best practice.  "It is likely that metadata could readily be converted from one standard 
to another with appropriate crosswalks, so ongoing development of the DLA may benefit from 
reexamination of evolving standards for intellectual access." (Parker, n.d.).  
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Based on this, the DLA Digitization Committee established a set of mandatory metadata 
elements, including Title, Author, Description, Subject, Category, Identifier, and Holding Library.  
In addition, optional elements were determined, including Alternative Title, Contributor, Time 
Period, Place, Date, Format, Note, Publisher, Relation, Rights, Type, and Full Text.  Furthermore, 
the committee determined that some of these elements would be repeatable (according to the 
Dublin Core schema) but not all of them. Specific notation and standardized vocabularies are 
referenced for each element as well.  
 
 
The elements defined by the DLA committee encompass most of the necessary elements 
for the Folklife Project collection, with only a few exceptions.  This is no surprise, as the simplicity 
of the Dublin Core lends itself to great flexibility, allowing it to encompass most any set of content. 
However, this simplicity is often complicated by the gradual division of each element with 
qualifiers, such as "Title.Alternative".  This is one example of a group of more specific sub-
elements designed as DC grew in popularity, allowing catalogers to customize the schema to 
their projects. The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative has made this kind of qualifier officially 
obsolete for "Simple Dublin Core", due to the fact that this level of specialization led to confusion 
and a lack of interoperability. (DCMI, 1999). 
 
In contrast, the VRA Core element set continues to use qualifiers to provide more specific 
descriptios for its visual works and images.  Although many of these qualified elements would be 
useful for the current project, such as the "Measurements.Resolution" element, these can be 
adequately described using existing DC-derived tags, such as "Format". For purposes of further 
comparison, a simple metadata element crosswalk was developed, including DLA element set, 
Dublin Core version 1.1 and VRA core version 3.0 (see figure 1).  An examination of this chart 
reveals that many of the elements are consistent, suggesting that a metadata set based on the 
DLA recommendations will be sufficient for the development of the Folklife Project. 
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figure 1:  AFP Metadata Element Crosswalk 1 
DLA DC 1.1 VRA 3.0 
      
 Type Type Record Type 
Title  Title Title 
Author Creator Creator 
Description  Description Description 
Subject  Subject Subject 
Category  Coverage   
Identifier Identifier ID Number 
Holding Library   Location 
Alternative Title  Title Title.Variant 
Contributor  Contributor Creator 
Time Period   Coverage Style/Period 
Place      
Date Date Date 
Format  Format Measurements 
    Material 
    Technique 
Note     
Publisher  Publisher   
Relation  Relation Relation 
Rights  Rights Rights 
Type  Type Type 
Full Text     
  Coverage Date 
  Language   
  Source Source 
  Coverage Culture 
   
 
1 Elements in bold indicate the primary elements of that schema, while normal text indicates the 
local equivalent of another schemas element.  Some schemas do not contain equivalents for 
every possible element, and in many cases local qualifiers (such as the VRA "Style/Period" 
element, which refers to Art History specific styles) to the items make translation even more 
difficult. 
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One advantage of the VRA core schema that has not been addressed so far is that fact 
that it accommodates the idea of "Works" and "Images".  That is, VRA assumes that both the 
original work (be it a sculpture, building, photograph, etc.) is to be cataloged along with whatever 
visual records (photographs, movies, etc.) there are of that work.  Although this can be modeled 
using the "Type" element suggested by the DLA element set, it is not specifically what was 
intended for that element.  
Furthermore, VRA core assumes that different items in a given collection will have 
relationships (one slide of a presentation, for example).  The element "Relation" that is found in all 
three element sets would serve to model this relationship.  In the case of the Smith Pottery 
slideshow, the hierarchically nested set of entities might appear as follows: 
 
1. APPALACHIAN FOLKLIFE PROJECT 
a. SMITH POTTERY SLIDESHOW 
i. ORIGINAL DOCUMENT (script, etc) 
ii. MASTER REEL-TO-REEL AUDIOTAPE 
1. WAV AUDIO FILE 
a. WAV FILE SNIPPET (music track, etc.) 
iii. MASTER SLIDE SERIES 
1. INDIVIDUAL SLIDE 
a. ARCHIVAL TIF IMAGE 
b. PRESENTATION JPG IMAGE 
b. QUICKTIME MOVIE PRESENTATION 
 
This organization of collection entities into families preserves the original relationship of 
elements, so that future researchers and users of the system will more easily be able to 
understand how the collection was developed. As an example, although the slides in the Smith 
Pottery presentation are numbered sequentially 01 through 156, the same images exist in the raw 
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slide archive, organized by a different (much larger) series of numbers.  Without the context that 
the presentation slides are derived from the slide archive, confusion and disorganization are likely 
problems. 
Another possible system for organizing the metadata that has been discussed little so far 
in this research is XML, or Extensible Markup Language. Although a full explanation of the 
benefits of XML is not necessary here (a great deal of better information on the subject can be 
found in the XML section of the World Wide Web Consortium website), suffice it to say that this 
markup language helps to meet many of the goals of this project. It is both an open source 
product and a widely recognized standard for document exchange. It is the subject of continuing 
research, and software developers are finding new and better uses for it regularly. As noted 
before, CONTENTdm itself makes use of XML for it's document structure. 
 
A further advantage of XML is the fact that, because it separates form from content, the 
documents can have alternate structures and formats applied to them, through the use of 
Document Type Definitions (DTDs) and Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations 
(XSLTs).  In the case of this project, this means that DTDs can be defined to represent any of the 
metadata schemas described above, which can then be applied to documents designed for that 
DTD.  This document type definition can be shared with other organizations (or more likely, 
adapted from existing DTDs), allowing for a higher level of interoperability.  More importantly, the 
DTD provides rules to processing systems so that content documents can be more easily 
validated and understood by machines- a major step toward efficiency in metadata development. 
 
The following examples demonstrate how an XML document for the Smith Pottery 
slideshow might be written in XML (figure 2), using the DLA metadata elements.  The Pottery 
document includes a reference to the "slideshow.dtd" (figure 3), which provides the framework of 
rules for creating valid documents. Because the DLA stipulated that only certain elements were 
mandatory, and only a few repeatable, the DTD attempts to enforce those rules. 
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figure 2:  smith_pottery.xml  
 
<?xml version = "1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE Slideshow SYSTEM "http://ils.unc.edu/~segedy/academic/afp/dtd/slideshow.dtd"> 
<Slideshow> 
<Title>Smith Pottery</Title> 
<Author>Appalachian Folklife Project</Author> 
<Description>A slide and tape presentation about Appalachian Potter Norman "Jug" 
Smith and his wife Irene Smith, of Lawley, Alabama. This presentation is based on 
interviews conducted in 1980, and includes color and black and white photographs, 
subject quotes, and music.  Follows the process of traditional Appalachian pottery 
making, and includes the subject's personal history with the craft. The show is 22:24 
minutes in length. The presentation is narrated by Silvie Granatelli with music by Jim 
Gage and David Crandall.</Description> 
<Subject>Pottery</Subject> 
<Category>Arts &amp; Culture</Category> 
<Identifier>be150*</Identifier> 
<Library>Berea College</Library> 
<Alt_title> Crocks, Jugs &amp; Jars: The Smith Pottery </Alt_title> 
<Contributor>Segedy, Harry J. (Harry Jack)</Contributor> 
<Contributor>Hayes, Diane</Contributor> 
<Contributor>Lewis, John</Contributor> 
<Contributor>Hancock, Joyce</Contributor> 
<Contributor>Granatelli, Silvie</Contributor> 
<Time_period>20th Century</Time_period> 
<Place>Lawley (Alabama)</Place> 
<Place>Chilton County (Alabama)</Place> 
<Date>[n.d.]</Date> 
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<Format>156 Slides. (156 35mm slides: col. and b&amp;w)</Format> 
<Note>The Appalachian Folklife Project was an effort of the Berea College Appalachian 
Museum, and was funded by a National Endowment for the Humanities grant.</Note> 
<Publisher>Berea College Appalachian Museum</Publisher> 
<Relation>part of the Appalachian Folklife Project collection</Relation> 
<Relation>part of the Berea College collection</Relation> 
<Rights>Restricted Access. Contact Hutchins Library 
(http://www.berea.edu/library/library.html)</Rights> 
<Type>Interactive.Multimedia</Type> 
</Slideshow> 
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figure 3:  slideshow.dtd  
 
<?xml version = "1.0" encoding="UTF -8" standalone = "yes"?> 
<!ELEMENT Slideshow (Title Author+ Description+ Subject+ Category+ Identifier Library Alt_title* 
Contributor* Time_period? Place* Date? Format* Note? Publisher* Relation* Rights? Type? 
Fulltext?)> 
<!ELEMENT Title (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Author (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Description (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Subject (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Category (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Identifier (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Library (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Alt_title (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Contributor (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Time_period (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Place (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Date (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Format (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Note (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Publisher(#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Relation (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Rights (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Type (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Fulltext(#PCDATA)> 
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Conclusions 
 
After development of the digital materials of the Pottery slideshow, and a careful 
consideration of the metadata needed for the project, the question of how the final digital 
collection should be housed remained.  The system developed as a result of this research will be 
used to catalogue and prepare the AFP materials for submission to the DLA, but because Berea 
does not have direct access to the CONTENTdm system, an interim system must be developed. 
This system will need to support "preservation metadata", but should also be at least as easy to 
use as the interface for CONTENTdm.  It should be inexpensive, and should rely on open source 
tools where possible. 
 
Despite warnings by Thomas (1999), It seemed prudent at this stage to consider using a 
relational database to manage the information entities of the new digital collection, rather than 
using XML.  The reason for this had as much to do with efficiency and time as any other 
consideration- given that this interface will only serve to process the materials until they are 
submitted to the DLA, a database is a quicker and easier solution for what is essentially a short-
term problem.   
 
Based on experimentation with various Web database systems throughout the early part 
of 2003, including ASP, Coldfusion, and Java, it was determined that a MySQL database using a 
PHP web interface provided the simplest and most effective solution.  Both tools are free, open 
source software and are supported by a large community of developers.  
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Summary 
 
The Appalachian Folklife Project was created with the goal of keeping the cultural 
heritage of the mountain communities alive. To this end, years of work went into its development, 
and a wealth of information was recorded for future generations. However, due to the growth of 
technology, this collection, in its original format, has been rendered inaccessible. The purpose of 
this research was to find a way to make these valuable images and interviews available again. By 
translating the materials into a more easily used digital format, and organizing them with flexible, 
widely understood metadata descriptions, the collection can be accessed by interested 
individuals and organizations through the Internet.  Eventually, this new format for the collection 
will make it possible to recreate the experience of the original slide presentations, bringing the 
stories of the Appalachian Folklife Project to a new generation. 
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Appendix 
 
 
figure 1: original color slide #137 of Norman "Jug" Smith 
 
 
 
 
 
figure 2: 1360 dpi JPG of slide #137, with color and error correction 
